Campus Site Plan
1. Main Entry
2. Main Hospital
3. UWMC NW Campus
4. Stendall Place
5. Bus Transit Stop
6. Bikur Cholim Cemetery
7. Residential Neighborhood
8. Evergreen Washelli Cemetery
Master Plan
Vehicular Circulation
Vegetation

- Preservation of mature trees will be given a high priority, particularly adjacent to residential areas.
- Every effort will be made to preserve the exceptional trees on site. Identified on survey and arborist report.
- If no exceptional trees are removed, there are significant advantages to the permitting process with SDCI.
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SCCA Proton Therapy Center
McMurray Medical Building
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Route 3 – Site
ED Arrival & Loop Road
Panoramic View at the Bridge
Exceptional Tree – Eastern White Pine

Site – Looking East (Potential View from 4th Floor)
Site – Looking North (Potential View from 4th Floor)

Exceptional Tree – Western Red Cedar
Exceptional Tree – Scarlet Oak
Site – Looking West (Potential View from 4th Floor)
Site – Looking South (Potential View from 4th Floor)
Site – Looking towards the A-Wing